
Contact is made 
with Children's 

Social Care
ERA

Contact record created

Case note added

Send to early help family 
worker/support request

Send to allocated 
worker

Decision maker/
TM review

Send to Triage

Send to MASH

Send to Early Help Virtual hub meeting

Early help family 
worker

Signpost/universal 
services

Playscheme/holiday 
activities for 

disabled children

Young carer 
assessment

Progress to referral/
strategy

C+F assessment/s47 
enquiry

No further action

Signpost/universal 
services

Decision maker/
TM review

Sent to commissioning/
direct payment team

Send back to early 
help family worker

Step down to early 
help family worker

Transfer at CiN 
planning meeting

Transfer at ICPC

Closure/signpost to 
universal service/no 

further action

Send to Early Help 
First Contact

Transfer at CLAR
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SERVICE OVERVIEW

* First Contact staff  will consider and consult the NCC policies and procedures 
for specific issues to ensure they are always following the expectations of the 
service and safe practice.

* At any stage of involvement, if there are safeguarding concerns raised about a 
child, consideration will be given to holding a strategy meeting.

* At any stage, Information will be shared and discussed with parents and any 
relevant professionals, with consent, to ensure information is gathered and 
analysed effectively, before a decision is made about next steps.  If there are 
safeguarding concerns and consent is not received from parents to speak to 
others or seeking consent would delay actions to safeguard a child, a clear 
rationale will be recorded on the system to explain the reason why the actions 
that were taken were followed.



Start/end

Process

Decision

Information flow

Transfer point to/from another 
process or workstream

Issue to consider

Contact workstream

Triage workstream

Early Help workstream

MASH workstream

Assessment workstream

Transfer workstream

First Contact process map key

Abbreviations: 
CiN- Child in Need 
CLA-Child Looked After 
CLAR- Looked after review 
CP- Child Protection 
CSC- Children’s Social Care
CSM- Senior Manager 
DAM- District Admin Manager
DCT- Disabled Children’s Team 
EH- Early Help 
EHA- Early Help Assessment 
EHC- Early Help Co-Ordinator 
EHCW- Early Help Coordination 
Worker
EHFC- Early Help First Contact 
EHM/LCS- Recording system 
EHFW- Early Help Family Worker 
EHLM- Early Help Locality Manager 
EHSP- Early Help Senior Practitioner 
ERA- Enquiry and Referral 
Administrator 
FC- First Contact 
FCSW- First Contact Social Worker 
MASH- Multi-agency safeguarding 
hub
OLA- Other Local Authority
PF- Private fostering 
PLO- Public Law Outline
SAFFA- Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen and 
Families Association
SG- Safeguarding
TAF- Team Around the Family 
TM- Team Manager 
TSW- Triage social worker 
YCW- Young carer worker

Process within a process



Outcome of 
Early Help- 

step up

Outcome of 
Early Help- 

step up

Follow MASHFollow MASH

Follow Early 
Help- Hub

Follow Early 
Help- Hub

Follow TriageFollow Triage

Follow 
assessment- 

C+F

Follow 
assessment- 

C+F

Signpost to 
universal 
services

No further 
action

CONTACT WORKSTREAM

Information received into 
First Contact

ERA checks the systems to 
see if the child or family 

are known by name, DOB 
or address.

ERA: Is a 
demographic 

changes 
required?

Updated information 
verified on EMS or through 

Safeguarding health by 
ERA.

Note added 
in bold and 
capitals by 
ERA and all 
household 
members 
moved to 

new address. 

Note added in 
bold in further 
details by ERA 

stating 
information 
needs to be 
confirmed.

Yes

Information routes into Children's Social Care

Outcome of 
Triage

Outcome of 
Triage

Outcome of 
Triage

Outcome of 
Triage

Follow Early 
Help-EHFW
Follow Early 
Help-EHFW

ERA: Is it an OLA 
CLA notification?

Notification forwarded to 
OLA placements email box 
by ERA, to be picked up by 
the safeguarding team and 

LCS updated. 

Yes

ERA: Is it a visual 
impairment 
notification?

ERA: Is the child 
open to CSC?

Yes

ERA uploads document 
and adds a case note in 

EHM/LCS.

ERA creates a new contact 
record and assigns it to 

Initial decis ion maker tray.

ERA forwards notification 
to ASW CC:  duty and 

Kirstine Gagie to  update 
register.

DCT will progress the 
contact and any action 

required. 

Yes

No

ERA: Is it a 
prisoner 

notification?

ERA: Is the 
prisoner known 

to CSC?

Yes

If appropriate ERA to add a 
hazards to LCS/EHM, and 
date the information is  

received/date to review.

ERA creates a new person 
in LCS/EHM and add a 
hazard if appropriate.

Yes

No

ERA: Are any 
children linked 

to the prisoner?

ERA: Are they 
currently open 

to CSC?

Yes

ERA moves the email to 
the relevant folder.

ERA shares information 
with TM to determine if 

contact record is required.  
ERA to add a case note to 

reflect the discuss ion..

No

ERA shares information 
with allocated worker and 
add a case note to EHM/

LCS.

Yes

No

TM: Is a 
contact record 

required?

No

ERA assigns to initial 
decis ion maker tray 

in EHM.

Follow new 
contact 
record

Follow new 
contact 
record

Yes

TM: outcome of 
contact record 

review?

TM reviews  the contact 
record, records their 

overview and any actions 

required.

ERA: is this a 
ch ild death 

notification?

ERA: Are the 
circumstances 

suspicious?

Yes

ERA updates EHM/LCS with 
date of death, upload 
notification/details of 

information taken and add 
a case note CC: FCTM.

ERA to notify CSM 
immediately.

No

Yes

Professionals are advised they need to provide a 
written referral within 24 hours and signposted 

to CSC referral form.

ERA: is the 
concern about 

possible FII?

Yes

ERA: request to 
attend a TAF 

meeting?

ERA to send email to FC email FAO DSW with the relevant 
details of the request/attaches any documentation. Yes

ERA: is it an OLA 
missing alert?

Is the child 
known to CSC?

Yes

Yes

No

Follow create 
new person

Follow create 
new person

ERA adds missing persons  temp address to those 
mentioned in  alert, uploads alert document, any 

hazards and a case note summary with details  of OLA 
and ASW.

ERA: is it an 
office caller?

ERA shares details with 
TSW who will speak with 

the office caller. 

TM: is a 
contact 

required?

ERA shares information with ASW/Duty 

SW in  the locality team.

Yes

TSW records discussion as 
a case note on LCS CC: TM.

No

Is it an open 
case?

Yes

No

Yes

ERA: is it an OLA 
C+F request?

ERA advises OLA that an up 
to date assessment, 

chronology and summary 
of what they would be 

doing if the family were to 
remain in their area and 

that the information.

ERA: Has 
relevant 

documentation 
been received?

No further action taken.

No

Yes ERA: Is the 
ch ild known to 

CSC?
Yes

Follow create 
new person

Follow create 
new person

No

Yes

If it’s a telephone call, ERA will take the details 
of the call, the family members and the nature 

of the concern or request.

ERA notifies TM of office 
caller.

TSW shares  outcome 
with TM.

ERA: Are 
none of the 

above factors 
identified?

ERA:Is the child 
an open case?

ERA uploads any documents received and forward emails received/
information gathered to the ASW:  CC: duty worker and TM for social work 

teams or EHSP for early help locality teams, and add a case note on EHM/LCS.
Yes

Yes

ERA: Is the child 
known to CSC?

No No

Yes

ERA: is it a 
stage 1 

referral?

Is it an open 
case?

Yes Is it open to 
EH?

ERA uploads the referral, adds a case 
note and emails CSE worker to monitor.

Yes
Yes

Is it open to 
CSC?

No ERA returns referral to ASW to monitor.

Yes

ERA: is it a 
MSET referral?

ERA: is it a 
stage 2 or 3 

referral?

No

Yes

If  the child or siblings are already open 
the information is shared with the ASW/

TM.

Is the child 
known?

No

Yes

ERA: is it an 
information 
request on a 
closed case?

Onecall should redirect the call to the 
allocated/duty worker

ERA forwards email request to allocated/
duty worker.

No

No

ERA takes the details of the 
enquiry.

If the ERA is  unable to 
answer the query, a case 
note is added CC:  FCTM.

TM: Is 
further action 

required?

Yes

No further action required.

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No
No

Follow create 
new person

Follow new 
contact 
record

ERA: is it 
telephone advice 

or an enquiry 
from another 

agency?

ERA  advises if able to, 
otherwise explain  that 
advice will need to be 

gained from SW/TM in a 
returned call.

ERA adds case note of 
discussion.

TM adds oversight to case 
note.

Yes

No

ERA: is it a 
OLA viewing file 

request?

ERA sends request to 
relevant team.

Yes

No

ERA: Is it a 
SAFFA request?

No

ERA: is it an 
open case?

Yes

ERA forwards form to 
allocated worker to 

complete and request its 
returned to children triage.

ERA receives completed 
form, uploads it onto LCS 

and adds a case note. 

ERA returns the form to 
the SAFFA email address.

Yes

No ERA: has there 
been previous 
involvement?

ERA forwards form to First 
Contact email to  complete 
and request its returned to 

children triage.

Yes

ERA completes the form.No

ERA: is it an A+E 
referral?

ERA: is it an 
open case?

At the end of each week when all the 
outcomes have been recorded on the 

spreadsheet, duty ERA emails spreadsheet 
back to health contact.  

Yes

ERA downloads and sends 
email to  allocated worker/

manager.

No

ERA uploads email to  LCS and the 

A+E spreadsheet is updated. 

No

Follow create 
new person

Follow new 
contact 
record

ERA: is the 
referral about 

an unborn 
baby?

ERA calculates when the 
pregnancy will reach 12 

weeks gestation.

Yes

ERA: is unborn 
known to  CSC? No

Yes ERA adds a case note to the duty 
diary to be reviewed at 12 weeks 
gestation or earlier if children to 
parents have been permanently 
removed CC; TM for oversight.

Pregnancy reaches 12 
weeks gestation.

NoERA checks the 
systems to see 
if the child or 

family are 
known by 

name, DOB or 
address.

Yes

ERA: is it a DBS 
check?

ERA forwards the email 
request to First Contact 

email and adds a case note 
with actions  taken. ERA logs request on 

combined spreadsheet.

Yes ERA returns completed form to sender, updates  combined 
spreadsheet with the date of return, uploads form to the adult it 

pertains to only, and adds a case note with actions taken.

ERA: Is it an 
open case?

Yes

No

ERA: is it a 
probation 

information 
request?

ERA: is the 
case open?

Yes

No

If the offender is unknown 
to CSC, the ERA completes 

the form stating no 
previous or current 

involvement.

ERA returns the completed 
form to sender.  

If the case is closed, ERA 
completes the form.

ERA uploads the form to 
LCS, under the offenders 

name and a case note 
added. 

No

No

ERA completes the form 
stating any previous 

involvement with the 
offender, or if any children 

who live with the offender.

Yes

If the nature of the 
offence is concerning, ERA 
shares the de tails with the 

TM to consider any 
additional next steps. 

TM: are there 
any further 

actions required?

Yes

If there are any children 
linked to the address 
where the offender is 

residing the ERA adds the 
details of the ASW.

ERA: is it a 
POLIT request?

ERA completes the form, 
adds a case note to LCS CC: 

TM for overs ight. 

TM: is any 
further action 

required?
Yes

TM will advise ERA if any further action is 
required. 

No

ERA: is it an 
Ofsted request?

ERA completes the form 
indicating no information 
is held and files the email 

as Misc.

ERA: is the 
case open?

Yes

No

No

ERA completes the form 
with the electronic 

information available. 

If paper files are required, 
ERA contacts DAM in 

locality team to request 
the files from archive.

When paper files are 
received, ERA sends form 
to first contact mail box to 

complete.

When completed form is  returned to 
children triage, ERA uploads it, adds a case 

note to LCS and returns  the form to the 
Ofsted coordinator. 

Yes
ERA: Is the 

email received 
an open case?

No

Child has an allocated 
worker; ERA forwards the 
email to  allocated worker 

and uploads any 
attachments to LCS; CC: 

duty.

ERA adds a case note with 
details of their actions. 

ERA replies to sender advising information has been 
shared with the allocated worker for follow up. 

Yes

No

ERA: Is it a 
CAFCASS 
request?

ERA archives the email.

ERA: is the 
Child known to 

CSC?

Yes

ERA forwards request to 
first contact mailbox and 
adds a case note to LCS.

When the form is  returned to 
children's triage email, the ERA 

uploads  the form onto LCS and adds 
a case note to detail their actions. 

ERA completes and 
uploads  the form on to LCS 

and returns it to sender. 
No

Yes

Follow new 
contact 
record

Follow create 
new person

ERA: Is it a 
welfare visit 
request from 

OLA?

Further information about 
the child is gathered by 

ERA and the contact details 
of the OLA ASW. 

ERA: is the 
Child known to 

CSC?

ERA sends details to first contact email and adds a case note with the 
details of their actions CC: TM for oversight. 

ERA: Is a CP
 stat visit 

being 
requested?

ERA sends details to child  
protection mail box to 
notify the safeguarding 

team of the request.

ERA emails the request to the TM for 
oversight and adds a case note with 

details of their actions. 

TM: is further 
action 

required?

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No further action 
required. 

ERA: Is it an 
appropriate adult 

request?

ERA: is the 
Child known to 

CSC?

Yes

No

If it’s a telephone call the ERA requests Onecall to  direct the call to the 
allocated worker.  If its an email the ERA forwards it to the allocated worker 

CC: duty, and that teams TM.

ERA requests Onecall to  contact NAS 
duty system.

Yes

No

ERA: Is the case 
open?

No

ERA forwards request to 
allocated worker CC: duty, 
requesting it is returned to 

CAFCASS and uploaded 
onto LCS.

ERA adds a case note to 
reflect the actions taken. 

Yes

No

No

No

No

MAPPA, MARAC and MATAC meetings that First Contact SPOC attends

MARAC meeting 
informationl is received 
into First Contact Admin 
email box with meeting 

agenda and case summary.

Admin downloads forms 
and uploads them to 
MASH Admin folder 

“MARAC (date of 
meeting)”

Admin: Is the 
child an open 

case?

Yes

No

No

Admin copies case 
summary information onto 
the MARAC form template, 
adds the case number, LCS 
number- one per address.

ERA: has  a CCN
been received on 

an open case?

ERA emails CCN to the relevant locality admin 
email tray.

Yes

No

No

If it is  a stage 2/3 referral CC: CSE 

worker and Jade Coulson.

Yes

ERA received 
completed form from 

TSW.

Yes

ERA: are paper 
files required?

No

Creating a new person on EHM/LCS

Outcome 
create 
person

Outcome 
create 
person

Outcome of 
OLA 

request

Outcome of 
OLA 

request

Outcome of 
OLA 

request

Outcome of 
OLA 

request

Outcome of 
CCN 

meeting 

Outcome of 
CCN 

meeting 

ERA searches on DOB/EDD, gender, 
names , addresses etc on EHM/LCS 

found no match.

ERA completes “create 
new” in the find section;  
“identity” “identifiers” 

“relationships” tabs 
completed and adds 
contact numbers and 

involvements.

If professionals need to be 
added to the system, the 
ERA requests this through 

the Systems team

No further action required.

If its an unborn child  they 
should have the same 

surname as the expectant 
mother. 

If there are other children 
in the household, ERA to 

include them in  the 
demographics.

If the referral is due to:
- a child death 
- possible FII

ERA will notify TM via Teams that a SG 
referral has been added.

ERA: Has 
consent been 

received to 
progress, from 

parents?

ERA sends contact 
information to TM for 

guidance.No

ERA checks the systems to 
see if the child or family 

are known by name, DOB 
or address.

Yes

ERA creates a new 
contact on all children 

in the household.

ERA completes the basic 
contact information.

ERA completes the 
personal/further details 

tab.

ERA completes the add 
professional tab.

ERA  uploads any 
documents received to the 

contact record. 

ERA reass igns the contact 
record to initial decision 

maker.

ERA completes information 
in the comments box- time 
of referral, who has made 

the referral and if it is a 
potential safeguarding 

concern etc

No further action to be taken.

Consent over ruled, TM to record 
rationale for decision.

TM advises ERA to seek consent 
before progressing any further. 

ERA: has 
consent been 
established?

ERA provides update to TM 
for guidance.

Yes

No

No

No further action required. 

ERA adds basic 
demographics.

Identify at the point of reassignment if
- it’s a direct payment request

Yes

Outcome of 
triage-

telephone 
call

Outcome of 
triage-

telephone 
call

TM will advise of any actions that 
are needed and who needs to 

complete them.

Yes

No

Admin sends forms to 
allocated worker, with a 
request to  return to first 
contact admin mailbox.

Admin sends forms to First 
Contact mailbox, with a 
request to return to first 

contact admin

If forms are not returned in 
the set timescale admin 

will send an email 
reminder CC: TM.

Admin uploads the forms 
to the relevant MARAC 

folder.  Admin upload the 
document to each child, 
victim and perpetrator in  
LCS.  Admin adds a case 

note to detail their actions.

If it is  an OLA child or a 
ch ild that is adopted admin 

will complete the form. 

Admin adds the risk flag 
and the information added 

to each child, victim and 
perpetrators LCS record. 

Admin upload meeting minutes into relevant MARAC 
meeting dated folder.

MARAC meeting takes 
place, which FC MARAC 
SPOC/deputy attends.

MATAC meeting 
information is received 

into First Contact Admin 
email box, with meeting 
case summary attached.

Admin search in LCS for 
the child(ren), victim and 

perpetrator named on the 
form.

If additional children of the 
victim or perpetrator are 

identified during the 
search, admin emails the 
MATAC link their details.

Admin creates a MATAC 
(date of meeting) folder 

and creates a MATAC 
template- one per address.

Admin: Is the 
child an open 

case?
Admin sends forms to 

allocated worker, with a 
request to return the 

completed form to MATAC 
contact.

Admin sends forms to First 
Contact mailbox, with a 

request to return the 
completed form to the  

MATAC contact.

Yes

No

Admin adds the MATAC 
meeting date to the FC 

admin calendar and date 
forms are due to be 

returned.

Admin adds the risk 
information for the 

perpetrator only in  LCS.

Admin upload meeting 
minutes into relevant 

MATAC meeting dated 
folder.

MAPPA meeting 
information is received 

into First Contact Admin 
email.

Admin forwards email to  
MAPPA SPOC/deputy.

Admin accepts meeting 
invite and the details are 
added to the first contact 

generic diary. 

Admin creates a MAPPA 
(date of meeting) folder 

and uploads documents to  
the managers  sub folder 
for TMs preparation for 

the meeting. 

Admin creates a CS 
information request form 
using perpetrators name 

and DOB.
Admin: Is the 
child an open 

case?

Admin forwards form to 
the allocated worker  CC: 

their TM with a request to 
complete the MAPPA form 
and a date to return it to  

FC Admin. 

Admin forwards the form 
to First Contact mailbox, 

with a request to complete 
the MAPPA form and a 
date to return it to FC 

Admin. 

Admin uploads the 
completed MAPPA forms 
to the MAPPA (meeting 

date) fo lder. 

Admin adds the MAPPA 
meeting date to the FC 

admin calendar and date 
forms are due to be 

returned.

Yes

No

Admin completes the flag 
and tag tasks  for the 

perpetrator only, in  LCS.

Admin returns the completed forms to the NENPS email, uploads the 
document on LCS for the perpetrator only, adds a case note and uploads the 

relevant documents to the MAPPA (meeting date) folder for the TM.

CCNs received into 
Children's Triage email

Daily CCN triage meeting
ERA: is the child 

open to CSC?

ERA adds the CCN number, 
LCS number and child's 

names  to the spreadsheet.  
They identify if the child is 
10+ years old and if there 

is EH involvement.           

Yes

No

CCN is uploaded to the 
CCN folder with the date.

CCN triage meeting takes 
place, which partner 

agencies attend.

Partners  add their agencies 
information to the triage 

spreadsheet and their 
recommended outcome.

TM and police discuss the 
CCN information, partners  

information and make a 
decis ion, which is recorded 

on the spreadsheet. 

TM/Police: 
outcome of the 

discussion?

Partners  attending can 
check the agreed outcome 

via the spreadsheet. 

Partner:  do you 
agree with  the 

decis ion?

Partner will raise their concern 
with the CSM TM directly. 

ERA progresses the CCN as agreed.

 load for 
Early Help

no triage 
required

 triage MASH
Follow no 

triage 
required

Follow load 
for Early 

Help

Follow 
triage

Follow 
MASH

Decision made during  CCN 
triage meeting. For ERA to 

progress.

No role for CS identified 
and no triage required. 

ERA uploads the CCN and adds a 
case note.

CCN identified for EH 
intervention. 

ERA flags CCN in CT 
mailbox as  “load for EH”.

ERA creates a contact 
record, outcome flag 

management oversight box 
is copied into duty worker 

action section and who 
needs to attend the 

meeting.

CCN meeting outcomes

ERA indicates the contact 
record is an EH referral.

ERA copies the outcome/
management information 

from the triage 
spreadsheet in the consent 

and desired outcome 
(reason for referral) 

sections .

ERA uploads CCN and 
reassigns the contact 

record to EHC with the 
date/time of the referral.

ERA moves CCN to CCN 
folder. 

CCN identified for triage.
ERA flags CCN in CT 
mailbox as  “create 

contact”.
ERA uploads the CCN and 

reassigns the contact 
record to initial decision 

maker tray with the date/
time of the referral.

ERA adds outcome flag, 
management oversight box 
is copied into duty worker 

action section and who 
needs to attend the 

meeting.

CCN identified for MASH.
ERA flags CCN in CT 

mailbox as  “MASH” and 
are prioritised.

ERA emails CCN to the relevant locality 

admin email tray.

Follow 
MASH
Follow 
MASH

Follow 
triage
Follow 
triage

Follow EHFollow EH

Create 
contact 
record

Create 
contact 
record

Create 
contact 
record

Create 
contact 
record

Creating a contact record

ERA receives request/agreement for a 
contact record to be created in LCS.

TM guidance: 
action to be 

taken?

No



Follow MASHFollow MASH

Follow 
assessment

Follow 
assessment

Follow Early 
Help support 

request

Follow Early 
Help support 

request

Signposting to universal services.

Outcome of 
Contact

Outcome of 
Contact

No further action.

Outcome of  
Early Help- 

step up

Outcome of  
Early Help- 

step up

Follow Early 
Help- EHFW
Follow Early 
Help- EHFW

TRIAGE WORKSTREAM

Contact record is received into 
Triage; this will include TM 

oversight and the actions required.

Information is  received 
into the First Contact email 

tray from an ERA.

Contact records progressed by Triage Team Manager (TM) and Triage Social Worker (TSW)

Tasks progressed via the First Contact email box

TSW: Is this a 
DBS information 

request?

TSW: Is this an 
open case?

TSW gathers the relevant 
information.

TSW contacts ASW to 
inform of the request and 

agree a date that the 
information will be 

returned to the First 
Contact email Tray. 

Triage SW adds case note 
and a request is made to 
Children Triage email to  

inform of the agreed date 
for feedback.

Yes

No

Yes

If documents have been attached DBS are informed in order to 
provide clear information the records have not been redacted, 

therefore if a Subject Access Request is received there will 

need to be thorough redaction carried out.     

TSW sends an email  to 
DBS with the requested 

information.

TSW adds a case note detailing the work 
completed.

TSW: Is this a call 
from a parent 

following receipt of 
a letter from FC?

TSW checks initial referral 
contact to establish what 
information is know and 
what further discussions  

are required. TSW contacts parent/carer 
and records  d iscussions 

and recommendations in 
case notes.  First Contact 

tray is copied into the case 
note for management 

oversight.

TSW: Is 
management 

oversight 
required?

Yes

Yes

TSW: Is this an 
Ofsted, OLA 
information 

request?

TSW checks the request to 
identify exactly what 

information is required.

TSW will complete checks 
on the individuals on LCS/ 

EHM.

If significant others are 
identified or others in  the 

household relevant to 
safeguarding history this 

information will be shared. 

Yes

TSW shares  relevant 
information in a reply to 

Ofsted which is recorded in 
EHM/LCS as a case note.

TSW marks the task as completed in the 
first contact email tray.

TSW: Is this a 
request for 
telephone 

advice?Telephone call is 
transferred to Triage by 

ERA.

Call taken by TSW/TSW 
picks up task from FC email 

tray.

TSW opens the case on 
LCS, if they have time, to 
be familiarise  with the 

case and the query. 

TSW provides the 
necessary advice to the 

person requesting the call 
back and records the 
details as a case note. 

TSW: Is 
management 

oversight 
required?

TSW Copies TM into 
case note.

TM: Does a
 contact record 

need
 to be created?

TSW marks the task as 
completed in the first contact 

email tray and emails children’s 
triage with referral details.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

TSW marks the task as 
completed in the first contact 

email tray.

No

Follow create 
contact

Follow create 
contact

TM/TSW: Is
 this a request for
 a welfare/CP visit 

from OLA?

No

Follow CP OLA 
transfer

Follow CP OLA 
transfer

Follow CiN OLA 
transfer

Follow CiN OLA 
transfer

Contact record is 
completed by TSW, 

detailing their actions  and 
their recommendation and 

transferred to final 
decis ion makers tray.

TM reviews  contact record, 
makes a decision and 

records their rationale. 

TSW: Consider speaking with 
DCT SW for advice if the child  

has a disability.

If the family have been know to 
CSC before and closed within  

the last 8 weeks, TSW to make 
attempts  to speak with the  

allocated worker to seek their 
views on referral or request 

them to make contact with the 
family.

If the family were closed within 
8 weeks this is allocated to the 

last team to complete any 
actions. 

TSW: Is there
 a SW involved 

With other 
members of the 

family?

TSW asks the ASW for 
relevant information or to 
have discussions with the 

family; the detail is 
included in  the contact 

record.

Yes

TM: Are the
concerns about 

an unborn child?

TM: Is the 
pregnancy

 at 12-14 weeks 
gestation?

If it’s a child or unborn and 
there is current involvement 
with siblings the allocation is 

discussed with the active team.

TSW: Is the 
child 16/1 7 
years old 

and homeless?

Discussion between TSW 
and  accommodation TM; 

any relevant information is  
included within the contact 

record. 

Yes

TSW: If the referral is about a 
possible UASC, consideration 

should be given to an age 
assessment being undertaken 

by NAS. Do you need their 
advice?

TM: Is the child 
possibly an 

UASC?

ERA: Is there 
a concern around 

PREVENT to  be 
triaged?

ERA to alert TM of 
concern Yes

TM: Is th is a 
court 

directed report?

For S7 and S37 reports, the TM 
will check the area that the 

family reside and progress  C+F 
to that locality team. 

ERA: Is there 
a concern around a 

child death to be 
triaged?

Yes

Yes

Information recorded in duty diary by ERA 
with a date identified for follow up.

No

Yes

The request should provide details of what exactly is  required, 
a risk assessment and information about the CP plan or 

Children’s Services involvement and any specific tasks to be 
undertaken during visit – if not request th is  information from 

the LA. 

The welfare / CP  visit will be 
undertaken by the DSW who should 
telephone/email the OLA to share 

what work was completed. 

TM: Do you 
agree to the
 vis it being 

completed?

Yes

No

Response given to OLA with a clear 
rationale for the decision made by 

TM. 
No

DSW creates a case note 
on the child's file of the 

work undertaken. 

Contact record created and 
assigned to TM to 

authorise.

No further action required. 

Feedback provided to OLA by 
DSW

TSW: Is this a 
CAFCASS, MATAC, 
MARAC, MAPPA, 

CEOP, 
POLIT, SSAFA 

request?

TSW picks up the task from 
the email tray and put 
their name next to it.

TSW completes the form 
using information from LCS 

and EHM.  

TSW emails  the completed 
form back to FC admin 

email tray and adds a case 
note in LCS. 

Yes

TSW emails  completed 
form to Children's  triage 

email tray and adds a case 
note in LCS.

TSW marks task as 
completed in FC email tray. 

CAFCASS, CEOP, 
POLIT, SSAFA?

MATAC?

Yes

MAPPA?
TSW checks relationships 

of the adults named in the 
form for any links to 

ch ildren. 

TSW checks previous 
MAPPA actions from the 

last MAPPA case note and 
include an update if 

appropriate.

Yes

MARAC?

TSW: Has  a
 CCN 

been received in 
relation to the 

MARAC and a contact 

created?

No

Yes

Yes

Follow 
create 

contact

Follow 
create 

contact
TSW and TM: 
Is a contact 

record required?

No

Yes

TSW: Consider speaking to NAS 
duty for children 14+

Referral record is progressed by 
TM to reflect the chosen outcome. 

If an age assessment is required 
this will be completed by NAS.

Outcome of 
CCN Meeting
Outcome of 

CCN Meeting

TSW: Could this be a private 
fostering arrangement?

No further action required.

Follow up actions required 
from TSW.

Follow 
create 

contact

Follow 
create 

contact

Follow Early 
Help 

support 
request

Follow Early 
Help 

support 
request

TM: 
Outcome?

Follow Early 
Help-EHFW
Follow Early 
Help-EHFW

TSW: MSET level 2-3 CC:   to CSE 
worker and Jade Coulson

OLA CP 
transfer 
request

OLA CP 
transfer 
request

CP transfer request received from another LA 
via telephone call or email (Children's Triage) 
with the details recorded in  a contact record.

FCSW: Is th is a 
permanent move 

for the family?

(CP) OLA remains the responsible LA for the child 
until the referral is accepted, ICPC held and plan 

agreed..

(CP) FCSW shares the 
information with the 

safeguarding unit.

(CP) Safeguarding unit 
gathers the necessary 

information and will create 
the child on LCS on the 

same day they receive the 
information, and add a 

temporary CP flag. 

(CP) Safeguarding unit 
creates a contact record 

for information purposes . 
No further action required.

(CiN) FCTM discuses the 
transfer with TM in locality 

area where the family 

reside. 

CiN transfer request received from another LA via 
telephone call or email (Children's Triage with the 

details recorded in  a contact record.

(CP) ERA emails the child  
protection mailbox with 
the received documents 

and request a CP transfer, 
on the same day they 

receive the information.

(CP) Safeguarding unit 
creates the family on LCS, 

adds CP  flag and emails 
children's triage on the 

same day. 

(CP) ERA creates  a contact 
record on the same day 

the information is received 
from the safeguarding unit 

and reassigns it to X. 

(CP) ERA chases up the required documents if they have 
not been received and uploads them onto LCS.

TM: Has all the 
required 

information been 
received?

TM ends the contact record and the 
OLA is fo llowed up for the documents 
by the most suitable person identified  

by the TM.

No
FCTM completes the 

contact record, which is 
progressed to referral for a 

C+F. 

TM: Is the C+F 
to be completed 

within FC?

(CiN) TMs decide the point 
of transfer and if the C+F 

will be completed by FC or 
if a transfer meeting/visit 

is required.

(CiN) TSW completes the 
contact record, detailing 

their actions  and their 
recommendation and 

reassigns it to final 

decis ion makers tray.

OLA CiN 
transfer 
request

OLA CiN 
transfer 
request

Follow C+FFollow C+F

TM oversight and the 
Identified actions 

progressed by TSW to 
confirm the move is 

permanent and that the 
relevant documents are 

shared by the OLA.  

Yes

Yes

(CiN) Case respons ibility is not accepted and 
feedback is provided to OLA by TM/SW. 

No

No

CASES TRANSFERING IN FROM OTHER LOCAL AUTHORITIES

(CP) FCTM to transfer C+F  to 

locality team.

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Locality safeguarding team 
notified of transfer in 

request.



Outcome of 
MASH 

Outcome of 
MASH 

EHCW: Is this 
from a Lead 
Professional 

outside of CSC?

EHCW searches  for 
child in EHM.  If they 

are not recorded they 
will need to be 

created. 

EHCW checks details 
are correct (name, 
DOB of household 
members) or add/

update new 
information.

Input TAF

Load EHA

Close EHA

EHCW completes decision 
tab, episode record and 

details to be completed for 
applicable family member 

(date, reason, work 
completed).

EHCW finalises and authorises 
contact record. 

EHCW selects all applicable 
family members  and 

complete episode record 
box (date registered, 

reason for episode, date of 
TAF etc).

EHCW transfers 
information into 
obtain consent 

box. 

EHCW sends documents back to 
Lead Professional. No further 

action taken by FC.

EHCW: Is consent 
evident?

No

EHCW selects all 
applicable family 

members. EHCW transfers information into 
active episode task. 

YCW: Is this a 
possible young 

carer?

YCS reviews/updates the 
carers contact details and 

confirm if the child is a 
young carer.

YCW starts a young carers 
episode and reassigns it to 
the “Young Carers tray” in 

EHM.

YCW completes a  6 month 
review contact and 

uploads  any documents 
received, in  the document 

tab and identifies their 
category.

Close/ signpost to universal 
services.

Continue with EH 
involvement.

EH support request 
received and 

identified for virtual 
hub.

EHLM and EHC discuss 
the information in the 
referral at a planned 
fortnightly pre-meet. 

EHC shares hub 
referral with hub 

attendee list, 1 week 
before the virtual hub.

EHC starts a mapping 
which is attached to 
the child's contact 

record.

EHC shares the case 
mappings  with the 

hub chair 3 days prior 
to the meeting.

(Virtual) Hub meeting 
takes place once a 

fortnight, chaired by 
EH CSM.

 EHFC and locality 
EHSP discuss  the 

information in the 
referral.  

EHFC updates the contact 
record and completes the 

outcomes box (contact 
reason, agency referred to, 

decis ion date).

EHFC reassigns the contact record to the Early 
Help locality tray for allocation.

Yes

EHC:Is this a 
request for a 

holiday activity or 
playscheme?

EHCW liaises with 
commissioning team and 
updates EHM with a case 

note.

EHCW sends early help support request form to the 
commissioning team to progress and records this as  a 

case note. 

Yes

Yes

EHFC updates the contact 
record and completes the 
outcomes box (reason and 

action taken, date etc).

EHFC finalises and authorises the 
contact record in EHM.

Follow Triage- 
case to step up
Follow Triage- 
case to step up

EHCW sends back information to EHA 
Lead Professional. No further action 

taken.

No

EHFC discusses 
information with TM 
re: rationale to s tep 
the case up for an 

assessment.

EHFC updates the 
contact record and 

completes the outcomes 
box (reason, action 

taken, decision date etc).

. 

EHFC emails children triage to 
advise of decision/request to reload 

contact record.

EHFC finalises and 
authorises the contact 

record.

EHC completes hub outcomes and 

closes contact record.

Alternative actions agreed by EHFC and TM, which 
are recorded as a case note and progressed.

EHCW creates/
attaches the 

documents received 
and select the 

category.

Outcome of 
MASH

Outcome of 
MASH

Outcome of 
Triage

Outcome of 
Triage

Outcome of 
contact

Outcome of 
contact

Outcome of 
strategy

Outcome of 
strategy

EHA in place, lead professional outside of social care

Information received in to 
the EHA inbox, about an 

active EHA to be updated 
onto EHM. 

Information is  received from 
ERA/triage that may indicate 

a young carer.

Possible Young Carer

Consideration for a C+F assessment

Information is  received which is 
considered as requiring a C+F 

assessment.

EHFC: Has the 
threshold been 

met to complete a 
C+F?

No

Yes

EHCW has discussions with 
the family.  If a service is 

available it is offered.  Case 
note added to EHM to 

reflect this. 

Yes

If no service is available, a case 
note added to EHM to reflect this 

and no further action taken. 

EHCW: Is there an 
EHCP and EHA in   

place for the 
child?

Early Help Support Request - Virtual Hub

Information is  received into 
First Contact that’s been agreed 
as the threshold for Early Help.

EHC: Is this an 
appropriate 

referral for the 
hub?

Yes Follow 
signpost to 
universal 
services

Allocate to EHFW for an EHA

Contact record is received following a 
hub referral/triage with a 

recommendation to progress an EHA.

EHC: Has consent
 been received for 

the referral?

Yes

Feedback shared with referrer and 
recorded as a case note by EHC.  

No

EHC holds  d iscussion 
with family about 

suitable alternative 
options of support.

Alternative support declined by family 
recorded as a case note by EHC.

No

CSC LP  advised to complete this task. 
No further action taken by FC.

No

Yes

Signposting to universal services

Contact record is received from triage/MASH/
Assessment team with a recommendation to 

signpost to universal services. 

Follow TriageFollow Triage

Outcome of 
Triage

Outcome of 
Triage

Outcome of 
early help 
support 
request

Outcome of 
young carer

Follow 
signposting to 

universal 
services

EARLY HELP WORKSTREAM

EHFC: Is the 
allocation to 

EHFW agreed?

No

Yes

YCS explores alternative 
options of support.

No

Outcome of 
contact

Outcome of 
contact

YCW: Is the child a 
young carer?

Yes

No

YCW: Review 
outcome?

EHFC identifies that it is 
appropriate for an EHFW.

Outcome of 
CCN meeting
Outcome of 

CCN meeting
Outcome of 

triage
Outcome of 

triage

Outcome of 
triage- 

telephone
 call 

Outcome of 
triage- 

telephone
 call 

Community hub referral 

Information is  shared within the 
children support call log that the EHFC 

team access . 

EHFC contact the adult to 
offer early help support.

EHFC: Is practical 
or financial 

support required?

EHFC: Is there a 
significant support 

need identified?

EHFC TM reviews and updates 
children's support call log.

EHFC shares information 

with NCT.

If appropriate EHFC to 
signpost adult to EHFW 

drop in.

EHFC Seek consent to 
create an EH support 

request.

Yes

Yes

Allocate to service

Contact record is picked up by 
EHFC.

If this was  a social care referral, 
EHFC ensures that EH co-

ordinator, start hub referral or 
ensure the hub area are ticked.

EHFC completes the 
outcome box, identifying 
the appropriate agency.

EHFC finalises and 
authorises the contact 

record in EHM. 

Families  are contacted if 
consent or information 
needs to be clarified. 

No

EHFC look for other 

support options.



MM is notified by contact/
triage workstream that a 
case has escalated and a 
contact record is in the 

MASH pending tray.
MM: Is any immediate 

action required?

MM creates MASH episode 
with priority rating: 

Red- 2 hours
Amber- 4 hours
Green- 8 hours

MM sends instructions  to 
DSW to action, for example 

a duty visit with/without 
the police, paediatric or 

forensic medical 

assessment.

Yes

MM: Are there 
any immediate 
safeguarding 

concerns?

Progress to a strategy 
discussion/meeting (Follow 

agency procedure).
Yes

MM: Which relevant 
partner agencies need 

to be consulted?

MM includes RAG rating, 
reason for MASH episode 
and information required 

(who, what etc) in the 
form delegated to/

returned by physical 
partner agencies through 

EHM.

MASH researcher collates 
information from 

Children's services and 
virtual partners and makes 

an analysis in the MASH 
information gathering 
form- DS, SG and SQs 

complete with 
recommendation.

MASH episode completed 
by the MM with evidence 

of a rationale for their 
decis ion. 

No

NFA, closed to 
Children's Services

Follow EHFW 
or EH support 

request

Follow EHFW 
or EH support 

request

DSW to feedback 
information to MM during/
when action is completed.

MM includes RAG rating, 
reason for MASH episode 
and information required 

(who, what etc) in the 
information shared with/

returned by virtual partner 
agencies via email or 

telephone.

No

For concerns around FII, a missing ch ild , 
PREVENT or concealed pregnancy follow 
agency procedures alongside progressing 

the MASH episode.

Follow C+F 
assessment
Follow C+F 
assessment

Follow signpost 
to universal 

services

Follow signpost 
to universal 

services

Outcome of 
Contact

Outcome of 
Contact

Outcome of 
Triage

Outcome of 
Triage

Follow S47 
enquiry

Follow S47 
enquiry

Outcome of 
C+F

Outcome of 
C+F

Follow strategyFollow strategy

MASH episode completed by MASH Manager (MM), Duty Social Worker (DSW) and MASH Researcher

MASH WORKSTREAM

Outcome of 
CCN meeting
Outcome of 

CCN meeting



Outcome of 
MASH

Outcome of 
MASH

Outcome of 
Triage

Outcome of 
Triage

Outcome of 
Contact

Outcome of 
Contact

Outcome of 
MASH

Outcome of 
MASH

First Contact Admin 
allocate case on LCS/ 

send appointment 
letter.

FCSW completed Initial 
vis it to the family 

within 5 working days.

TM allocates C+F to 
FCSW and sets  

timescale (10, 25 or 45 
days).

FCSW completes 
agency checks after 
consent received, 

information recorded 
in a case note on LCS.

Day 7 (of a 10 day C+F):  
Case discussion 

between FCSW and TM 
recorded on LCS.

C+F completed by the 
FCSW and sent to TM 

to authorise.

Information incomplete or 
further intervention 

required- TM will cons ider a 
C+F extension record their 

rationale as a case note.

Day 20 (of a 25  day 
C+F):  Case 

discussion between 
FCSW and TM and 
recorded on LCS.

Day 40 (of a 45  day 
C+F):  Case 

discussion between 
FCSW and TM and 
recorded on LCS.

The C+F  is only extended 
to 45 days by TM/CSM if 
further work is identified 

and essential.

Assessment 
quality assured by 
TM and rationale 

provided for 
decis ion made.

Step down to 
Early Help 

agreed

Step down to 
Early Help 

agreed

Assessment 
returned to 
FCSW with 

further 
instructions.

Further 
intervention 

from SW 
agreed

Further 
intervention 

from SW 
agreed

Follow 
strategy 
meeting/
discussion

Follow 
strategy 
meeting/
discussion

TM: Is a Direct 
Payment included in 

the 
recommendation?

CSM approval is 
required. 

Follow legal 
planning 
meeting

Follow legal 
planning 
meeting

EH referral must be 
completed and sent by 

FCSW.

Once EHFW has been 
allocated, the FCSW can 
finalise the assessment 
(referral to  EHM, step 

down)TM/SW: Is a 
step down being 

considered?

Yes

Day 1: TM allocated s47 to 
a FCSW to arrange initial 

vis it to see child, 
preferably alone. 

FCSW to notify 
safeguarding unit, who will 
start the meeting arranger 

for ICPC requests.

Day 3: FCSW reviews 
strategy next steps to 
progress if not already 

done so.

Day 4: Case discussion 
between FCSW and TM to 

determine if ICPC is 
required and the rationale 

recorded on LCS. CSM Review of 
day 4  d iscussions:

is an ICPC 
required?

FCSW to complete s47 
with an outcome of ICPC, 

alongside C+F.

FCSW to email the 
safeguarding unit and 

advise of decision. FCSW to 
complete S47 as NFA and 
continue with 10 day C+F 

and ICPC report.

Yes

No

TM/CSM: Is legal 
advice required?

TM: Is a legal 
planning meeting 

required?

Yes

Follow agency procedures 
when deciding if a strategy 

meeting or d iscussion should 
take place and which partner 
agencies need to be invited.

TM: Is the 
threshold 

met to complete 
a s47 enquiry?

Follow s47

Follow C+F 
assessment

Follow step 
down to 

EHFW

Follow step 
down to 

EHFW

No further action required/
signpost to universal services

FCSW completes strategy 
meeting invites, within 1-3 
days pf the decision being 
made. If there is a delay 

the rationale must be 
recorded on LCS by the 

TM.

Strategy meeting/
discussion takes place, 

chaired by TM.
Yes

TM maps the strengths 
and concerns, 

professionals will scale 
their worries and provide a 
rationale.  Safety plan and 
next steps for all agencies 

will be agreed.

TM will document the strategy 
meeting/discussion on LCS and upload 

any relevant documents . 

No

No

If there is a delay the initial 
safety p lan must be 
documented on LCS.

LPMs should be held once an 
assessment is completed and 
there is an active CiN, CP or 

CLAC plan in place

TM: Has the 
CSM been 

consulted and are 
they in agreement?

Yes

TM: Are there 
concerns about a 
ch ild's immediate 

safety?

Yes

FCSW completes and 
shares the legal planning 

template with the principal 
solicitor/legal officer/TM. 

This is uploaded and a case 
note added to LCS.

LPM takes place. TM/FCSW 
and solicitor present. A 

case note is added to LCS 
by TM with a summary of 

the discussion and any 
actions agreed.

TM/CSM:
 Is threshold met 

for legal 
proceedings?

Legal advice:  
Further work is 

required

Legal advice:  
Interim 

safeguarding 
measures in place 
but PLO advised

Legal advice:  
Immediate issue 

required

No

Yes

TM/CSM: 
Does the case

 need to go 
to the legal 

gateway 
panel?

Follow LGPFollow LGP

Continue with the 
current plan for 

the child.

Consideration 
should be given to 
holding a strategy 

meeting due to the 
level of worries.

Follow 
strategy

Solicitor and TM complete 
the LPM template within  1  
day of the meeting which 
is uploaded on to LCS by 

the TM.

Outcome of 
MASH

Outcome of 
MASH

Outcome of 
assessment

Outcome of 
LPM

Outcome of 
s47

Outcome of 
C+F

Outcome of 
strategy

Outcome of 
strategy

Outcome of 
LPM

No

Continue with current p lan for the 

ch ild. No further action required.

Yes

Yes

TM: Are there 
immediate 

concerns about a 
child's safety?

Follow LPM

Yes

Outcome of 
strategy

C+F Assessment

S47 Enquiry

Strategy discussion/meeting

Legal planning meeting (LPM)

Legal gateway panel (LGP)

No

Discussion needs to take place 
between TM and CSM. No further 

action taken.

No

TM:  I s all the 
information 
gathered to 

complete the 
assessment?

Yes

No

FCSW to complete LGP 
referral form in timescale 

of the next panel.  

TM to attend the LGP, if 
agreed by the CSM the SW 

will also attend.

Minutes of the discussion will be shared with FCSW, TM, CSM and 
principal/allocated solicitor by PA within 5 working dates. 

The panels decisions, their 
rationale, who is 

responsib le to progress 
tasks and their timescales 

will be agreed and 
recorded on LCS, by the 

TM.

Follow PLO

Follow s20

Follow issue 
care 

proceedings

If there are immediate 
actions to take the TM will 
verbally share this with the 

FCSW.

Initiate PLO

Outcome of 
LGP

Day 1: LGP decision 
reached to initiate PLO.

Day 5: Parents with PR will 
have received PLO letter, 

which is uploaded onto LCS 
by FCSW.

PLO letter templated to be 
completed by FCSW and 
quality assured by TM.

FCSW/TM to hold 
discussion with the 

receiving locality TM 
before the date/time of 

the meeting is confirmed 
to check their availability. 

By Day 10:  The in itial PLO 
meeting will  have taken 
place (within 5 working 

days of parents receiving 
the PLO letter).

Follow transfer 
at ICPC

Follow transfer 
at ICPC

FCSW will complete any 
outstanding assessments 

(s47, ICPC report, C+F)

If PLO is is sued during a 
C+F, a s trategy will need to 

be progressed. 

No action required- 
further work identified to be completed 

within current plan.

Issuing Care Proceedings

Decision made at LGP to 
issue care proceedings .

Outcome of 
LGP

Decision reached outside 
of LGP that an urgent 
hearing is required.

Follow strategy

Outcome of 
initiating 

PLO

Immediate issue template 
to be completed by FCSW 
and quality assured by TM 

and sent to allocated 
solicitor. 

Issue letter is shared by 
FCSW with the adults with 
PR for the child(ren) and 
parents will be given the 

opportunity to ask 
questions . This will be 

recorded on LCS and the 
letter uploaded.

FCSW will prepare the 
necessary documents 

requested by the solicitor. 

ICO granted (run in 
parallel to CP plan if 

this is  in place)

Proceed on no order 
principle

Follow place 
into 

accommodation

Court hearing 
outcome?

If it was an urgent hearing, paperwork should still be 
submitted at the next LGP.

FCSW: Could 
this be a 
private 

fostering 
arrangement?

Follow 
private 

fostering

Yes

No

Panel outcome?

Private fostering- this will run alongside the completion of the C+F assessment

Identified within  
C+F

Place into accommodation

Follow s20

Outcome of 
issuing

Follow other 
actions

C+F outcome?

TM/SW: Is 
a PAMs or 
parenting 

assessment 
required?

Follow PAMs/
parenting 

assessment Yes

PAMs/Parenting assessment request

Court order or s20 consent 
is in place.

FCSW to seek consent 
from parents to complete 
LAC medical consent form, 

placement information 
record and child  to be 

registered as CLA on LCS, 
on the day the child is 

accommodated.

FCSW to share the child's 
placement and LAC status 

with FPS.

Consideration for a PAMs/
parenting assessment has 
been identified either in a 

case discussion or an 
assessment outcome.

FCSW will include the 
recommendation within  
the child's CiN, CP or CLA 

plan. 

Identified 
within C+F

Private fostering is 
identified as an issue 

within an assessment or as 
an outcome.

FCSW to start private 
fostering 

arrangement (PFA) in 
LCS and create PF 

record.

FCSW to update the PFA 
outcomes task in LCS with 

vis its, documents etc.

FCSW to complete 
the PF arrangement 
assessment (PFAAR)

PFAAR 
outcome?

PF arrangement 
confirmed

Child remains 
open

Continue with the 
recommendations within 

the C+F flowchart

ASSESSMENT WORKSTREAM

Section 20

Case to 
remain with 

EHFW

Case to 
remain with 

EHFW

Follow CLA 
transfer

Follow CLA 
transfer

Decision made within 
triage a C+F assessment is 

required. 

Decision made within a 
strategy meeting/
discussion that the 

threshold has been met for 
a s47 enquiry. 

Triage/MASH TM 
recommends that a 
strategy meeting is 

required. 

TM/SW: Are 
there  concerns  
about a child's 

safety?

Yes

No

No

No

The outcome of a LPM is for the case to 
progress to LGP or there has been an 
immediate issue of care proceedings. 

Outcome of 
transfer in  

request

Outcome of 
transfer in  

request

TM: Has this 
been a CP 

transfer in?

TM: Is an ICPC 
required?

Yes

Yes

Yes

TM/CSM: are 
there immediate 
concerns about a 

childs  safety?

TM will discuss  these concerns with the CSM to 
seek agreement.

TM: are you in 
agreement with 

the PAMs 
assessment? SW holds discussion with 

PAMs lead (Cathrine 
Stanton).

Is there 
agreement that 

the PAMs is 
required?

FCSW will complete their 
C+F and the PAMS 
assessment will be 

allocated to a PAMs 
assessor.

FCSW will complete their 
C+F, recommending a 

parenting assessment is 
completed. 

Follow transfer 
process

Follow transfer 
process

Yes
Yes

No

Follow other 
actions

Other action

C+F is completed but FCSW is  awaiting a response re: a 
referral made, for example school health, primary mental 

health, CYPS or NSPCC.

FCSW ensures all case notes are up to 
date and finalised. The referral to  

another agency must be completed 
prior to the completion of the C+F and 

uploaded on LCS. 

FCSW will request the C+F is shared with parents , by FC Admin.  

FCSW completes 
assessment with PF as the 

outcome. 

No PF 

arrangement

Notify Principal social 
worker of arrangements

Follow transfer 
process

Follow transfer 
process

S20 is  the agreed outcome of the LGP or 
outcome of d iscussion with CSM due to the 

level of concern about a child .

Outcome of 
issuing

FCSW completes s20 pack 
with the child's parents 

and uplaods all the 
documents onto LCS.. 

Is s20 consent 
received?

Yes

Follow place 
into 

accommodation

FCSW to seek advice from 
TM/CSM

No

Signposted to 
universal 
services 

agreed

No further 
action

TM/FCSW: Does 
the family reside in 
the North or West?

FCSW/TM invites the duty 
SW from that locality to 

the meeting/requests any 
relevant local knowledge 

to share.

Yes

No

Follow LPM

Follow issue 

Outcome of 
s20

Outcome of 
s20

FCSW: have the PAMs 
tools been used to identify 

this need?

No



Outcome of  
C+F

Outcome of  
C+F

Step down to 
Early Help 

agreed.

Step down to 
Early Help 

agreed.

Transfer at 
ICPC

Transfer at 
ICPC

TRANSFER WORKSTREAM

CiN transfer from First Contact assessment social worker to a locality team or OLA following a C+F assessment

C+F completed by FCSW and 
authorised; CiN plan created for 

the child.

FCSW emails  their TM with 
details of the CiN transfer 

meeting (date/time).

FCTM enters details  onto 
the transfer to locality 
tracker spreadsheet.

Receiving TM identifies the 
cases for their supervision 

group and allocates the 
family to  a worker.

FCSW sends out CiN 
transfer meeting invites  to 

the family and relevant 
professionals.

FCSW completes the child 
in need-activate child's 

plan task in LCS

CiN review meeting 
chaired by receiving TM. 
Plan agreed and shared 

with parents and 
professionals within 1 
week of the meeting. 

FCTM completes a case audit, updates the transfer 
to locality spreadsheet and the case transfers to the 
identified locality team/14+/DCT TM to be allocated. 

CiN transfer from First Contact assessment social worker to 14+ or DCT following a C+F assessment

C+F completed by FCSW and 
authorised; CiN plan created for the 
child.  The criteria for 14+ has been 

met. 

TM: Does 14+/DCT 
TM agree criteria 

has been met?

FCSW arranges a transfer 
to locality team

FCSW arranges a joint vis it 
to meet the child/family 
with the identified 14+/

DCT SW.

Yes

No

FCSW updates the 
chronology, case summary 

and initiate the case 

transfer process in LCS. 

CLA transfer from First Contact assessment social worker to a locality team following initial CLA Review

The child becomes CLA and the 20 day 
CLAR date has been requested from 
the safeguarding unit by the FCSW.

FCSW emails  their TM of 
the CLAR details  for them 
to update the transfer to 

locality tracker 
spreadsheet.

FCSW completes the 
meeting invites on LCS 

using meeting invitation 
and attendance form and 
reassigns this to “looked 

after child invites”.

FCSW completed the CLAR 
report on LCS.

FCTM quality assures the 

CLAR report.

Review report is shared with parents , 
IRO and professionals by FCSW at least 

48 hours prior to the LACR.

20 day CLAR takes place, 
chaired by IRO.

Receiving TM to identify 
cases for their supervision 

group and allocate the 
family to a worker.

Outcome of  
C+F

Outcome of  
C+F

C+F completed by FCSW and 
authorised; ongoing intervention 
from an EHFW identified as the 

outcome.

Transfer from First Contact assessment social worker to an EHFW following a C+F assessment

TM:  I s the step
 down form 

completed and 
shared with EH SP 

to authorise?

No further action taken until the FCSW 
completes the referral.

FCSW completes C+F with 
“transfer to EH” outcome. 

Yes

No

FCSW shares  the C+F with 
the EHFW and arranges  a 

step down meeting or jo int 
vis it with EHFW to 

introduce the family.

FCSW completes the 
transfer task in LCS 

following meeting/visit.

Case responsibility transfers to the EHFW.

Transfer from First Contact assessment social worker to a locality team following an Initial Child Protection Conference

ICPC agreed at the day 4 case 
discussion and the FCTM adds the 
details to the transfer to locality 

tracker. 

FCSW completes the 
meeting invitation and 
attendance form in LCS 

with details of parents and 
professionals to be invited 
to the ICPC, and reassigns 

it to the “CP2 tray”.

FCSW completes the DRF 
form and reass igns it to  

the “CP2 tray”. 

FCSW completes the S4 7 
assessment and sends it to 

their TM. FCTM quality assures the 

s47 assessment.

TM returns report to FCSW 
to make required 

amendments. 

FCTM triggers ICPC report 
for the FCSW to complete.

FCTM quality assures ICPC 

report.

ICPC report to be shared with the parents, CP  chair at least 
48 hours before ICPC.

ICPC takes place and CP or 
CiN plan agreed.

FCSW updates the 
chronology, case summary, 

C+F, initiates the case 

transfer.

FCTM completes a case audit, updates the transfer to 
locality spreadsheet and the case will transfer task to the 

identified locality team TM to be allocated.

FCTM returns ICPC report 
to FCSW to make required 

amendments. 

C+F completed by FCSW and 
authorised; EHFW is the most 

appropriate level of support for the 
family.

SW: Are the family 
now permanently 
living in another 
Local Authority?

FCSW makes  a referral to 
the relevant OLA, sharing 

the C+F, with parents 
consent, and notifies 

relevant profess ionals of 
their move.  

Once the referral is  accepted by the OLA the case is 
closed on LCS.Yes

No

Case responsibility to remain with EHFW following the completion of a C+F assessment

FCSW completes the 
referral closure form on 

LCS.

FCSW shares  the C+F 
assessment with the 
parents and relevant 

professionals.

FCSW arranges a meeting 
with the family and EHFW 
to discuss the assessment 
and recommended next 

steps. 

Case responsibility remains with the 
EHFW, as the lead professional.  

Outcome of 
C+F

Outcome of 
C+F

From placed into 
accommodation
From placed into 
accommodation

From s20From s20

TM/SW: Is the 
step down 

agreed?

Yes

No

CiN transfer meeting needs to 
take place within 2 weeks .

FCSW completes the C+F 
plan within the 

assessment, 
recommending ‘C+F plan’, 
planning and ‘create C+F 

plan’.

TRANSFERS OUT OF FIRST CONTACT

Outcome of 
C+F

Outcome of 
C+F

Outcome of 
private 

fostering

Outcome of 
private 

fostering

FCSW  considers alternative options   ie 
universal services.

The safeguarding unit will share any relevant reports with 
professionals prior to the conference. 
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